Adult

Roomies

You and Me, Always

by Christina Lauren

by Jill Mansell

F Lauren
When a struggling musician on the
brink of stardom reveals he is in the
country illegally, besotted Holland
Bakker enters a marriage of
convenience that becomes more
real than either anticipated.

F Mansell
While reading a last letter from her
late mother, Lily learns about her
mother's only true love before
embarking on a whirlwind
relationship with a movie star,
unaware that her childhood friend,
Dan, harbors secret feelings for her.

The Charmer in Chaps
by Julia London
F London
To keep her inheritance—a rundown
house—Ella, determined to find a
place to call home, goes up against
rancher Luca Prince who will do
anything—including seduction—for
the land he believes is his.

The Rogue to Ruin
by Vivienne Lorret
F Lorret
At war with gaming hall owner Reed
Sterling, whose business is scaring
away her marriage-minded
customers, matchmaker Ainsley
Bourne must make a devil’s bargain
with her enemy when a vile suitor
from her past reappears.

Wicked and the
Wallflower
by Sarah MacLean
F MacLean
Finding the perfect way to exact a
revenge years in the making, Devil,
bastard son of a duke and king of
London’s dark streets, offers to help
Lady Felicity Faircloth land a
suitable husband.

Romance

In Her Sights
by Katie Ruggle
F Ruggle
When her mother jumps bail with a
stolen necklace, bounty hunter
Molly Pax enlists rival John Carmody
to bring her mother in—a hunt that
leads them into danger where they
must keep their enemies closer in
more ways than one.

Faker
by Sarah Smith
F Smith
Hiding her easy-going nature behind
a tough-as-nails façade to get by in
her male-dominated power tool
company, Emmie clashes with
hostile co-worker Tate before a
charity construction project helps
them see each other differently.

You're meant to be with these
romantic reads

The Worst Best Man
by Mia Sosa
F Sosa
Top wedding coordinator, Carolina
Santos is offered an opportunity of a
lifetime, but there is just one
hitch—she has to collaborate with
the best man from her own failed
nuptials.
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The Bromance Book Club

The Governess Game

The Wedding Party

by Lyssa Kay Adams

by Tessa Dare

by Jasmine Guillory

Call Number
F Adams
To win back his wife, who wants a
divorce, desperate Nashville Legends
second baseman Gavin Scott finds
help from a secret romance-reading
club of Nashville’s top alpha men.

F Dare
When the governess he has hired to
turn a pair of wild orphans into
proper young ladies tries to reform
him, self-respecting libertine Chase
Reynaud decides to teach her a
lesson in pleasure.

F Guillory
The rival best friends of bride-to-be
Alexa share wedding responsibilities
that transform their hostility into
attraction, prompting a "friends with
benefits" arrangement over an
agreement not to fall in love.

The Lady in the
Coppergate Tower

Well Met

A Discovery of Witches

by Jen DeLuca

by Deborah E. Harkness

F DeLuca
While in the small town of Willow
Creek to help her sister, Emily is
roped into volunteering for the local
renaissance faire with her teenaged
niece where she, meets an irritating,
yet handsome, schoolteacher.

F Harkness
Diana Bishop, a descendant of
witches, finds a manuscript in
Oxford's library and inadvertently
unleashes a fantastical underworld
of daemons, witches, and
vampires. A tale of passion and

by Nancy Campbell Allen
F Allen
Haunted by dreams about a woman
with her face, Hazel falls in love with
her high-society doctor employer
before discovering that she was
kidnapped at birth and has a
dangerously ill twin.

obsession.

Recipe for Persuasion
by Sonali Dev

Take a Hint, Dani Brown

F Bouchet
Captain Tess Bailey and her crew are
on the run from a dangerous tyrant.
Their best hope for help is a tall,
dark, and much-too-appealing
stranger, Shade Ganavan.

F Dev
The author adapts Jane Austen’s
Persuasion into the story of a chef
who partners with her celebrity first
love during a reality-show
competition she hopes will save her
restaurant.

F Hibbert
A young woman who agrees to fakedate her friend after a video of him
“rescuing” her from their office
building goes viral.

The Royal We

Never Kiss a Duke

Nightchaser
by Amanda Bouchet

by Heather Cocks
F Cocks
Unexpectedly falling for the crown
prince Nicholas while attending
Oxford, practical-minded Bex
endures ritzy society gatherings,
fashionable outings and unwelcome
publicity as well as ex-girlfriends and
dark royal family secrets.

by Megan Frampton
F Frampton
Stripped of his title and place in
society, Sebastian, the former Duke
of Hasford, takes a job in a gambling
den owned by the mysterious Ms.
Ivy; it soon becomes clear that
there’s nothing as tempting as what
is forbidden.

by Talia Hibbert

Hello Stranger
by Lisa Kleypas
A woman who is historical England's
only female physician and a former
Scotland Yard detective with
mysterious loyalties share a onenight stand before becoming
embroiled in a dangerous mission
that is complicated by a government
plot and their growing feelings for
one another.

